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Geographical  
explorations 

Earth and Space 



❧  GEOGRAPHICAL EXPLORATION= travelling to 
a foreign country, different from your motherland, 
intentionally done for an economic or military  
reason and as source of knowledge 

Definition 



❧  Main explorations of 15th- 16th centuries: 
❧  Bartholomeu Diaz → he opens up  the way for India 
❧  Cristopher Columbus→ he discovers America 

(1492) 
❧  Vasco da Gama→ he circumnavigates Africa 
❧  Ferdinand Magellan→ he completes the 1° complete 

tour of the world 

Discoveries on the Earth 





❧  Causes: 
❧  The Turkish invasion doesn’t let European people move 

eastward 
❧  Research of new trade routes 
❧  Necessity of new gold and silver mines 
❧  Technical and navigational innovations 



❧  1. COMPASS:  
❧  It is an instrument whose purpose is to 

indicate the north, by using Earth’s 
magnetic field. 

❧  It points to the direction of the horizontal 
component of the Earth’s magnetic force. 

❧  Its magnetic needle moves one of its ends 
towards the North Pole, due to  the 
influence of Earth’s magnetism 

Instrumentation  



❧  2. ASTROLABE:  
❧  It’s an ancient astronomic instrument used to 

calculate the position of celestial bodies 
through latitude 

 
   3. SEXTANT:  
❧  It’s an instrument used to calculate the angle 

of elevation of a celestial body under the 
horizon 

❧  Its scale is of 60°, which corresponds to 1/6 of 
a circumference 



❧  1. SQUARE SAIL: 
❧  It’s made up either of canvas or of a synthetic 

material 
❧  It exploits the wind force to generate propulsion  
  
❧  2. HELM: 
❧  It’s the main instrument to sail 
❧  The motion of the boat is determined by the rotation 

of the tiller by a certain degree in comparison to the 
longitudinal plane 

Navigation technology 



❧  Main space probes sent in the Space: 
❧  Sputnik (1957)→ it was the first probe sent in the Space; 

it was sent by the Russians 
❧  Luna (1959)→another Russian probe, it gave us 

information about the faces of the Moon 
❧  Apollo 11 (1969)→sent by the Americans, for the first 

time,  brings  man to the Moon– Neil Armstrong, 
Michael Collins, Edwin Aldrin 

❧  Pioneer 10 and Pioneer 11 (1972-73)→ they are the first 
probes which have gone beyond the astheroid belt 

❧  Voyager (1976-77)→  they are the  first probes to bring 
us  pictures of outer planets, in addition to discovering 
new satellites 

Space explorations  



❧  The elements which  have made space 
explorations possible are: 

❧  The telescope 
❧  The space probes  (since 1957) 
❧  The space rocket  
 



❧  Probes are sent into outer space as close as possible 
to the planet of interest, in order to take advantage 
of its potential gravitational  energy to reduce the 
time of  travel 

❧  The first probe was Mariner 10, which exploited 
Venus’ gravity to reach Mercury 

❧  The laws of gravity were discovered by Isaac 
Newton during the 17th century, but Kepler was the 
very first one to perceive them by intuition 

The gravity 



❧  Even though Mars is the closest planet to the Earth, 
it’s very difficult to visit. Men have attempted to 
explore it at least 40 times,, however more than a 
half of these  have failed. 

❧  But those explorations which ended with success 
have shown us a wonderful planet. The first 
successful expedition was  Mariner 4, sent by the 
NASA (1964). It gave  us 22 images of the planet. 

Exploration  
of Mars 
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